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Building a highly productive lab takes a dedicated group of postdocs, research assistants and PhD
 students. The challenge is, of course, how best to do this when the two major funding bodies have tight
 limits on the numbers of grants that can be held at any one time, not to mention the way they chronically
 underfund salaries and the full cost of research. The answer to this challenge is to explore farther afield,
 and a number of Monash BDI researchers have been doing amazing work to attract industry funding.
 Philanthropy is a work in progress and we will be announcing a workshop open to all staff to be held in
 early August. We are also seeing increasing success from international sources, both big and small. A
 great example of this is a recent award to Kim Good-Jacobson and Andrea Di Pietro - the coveted
 American Association of Immunologists 'Careers in Immunology' Fellowship. This Fellowship will help
 them develop their research into immune memory and viral infection.

 And our international recognition is not only in research. Our educators are also having an impact around
 the globe, this time in the form of online simulations that are used by fellow educators all over the world. 

 Being internationally focused is, of course, a Monash thing - and 'the Globe' is a new tool that shows off
 just how international we are. So, now is a good time to make sure we are making the most of this
 international presence by hunting out the funding opportunities and attracting the very best PhD students
 and scientists from all over the world. 

 Best wishes
 John Carroll
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Monash scientists win sought-after US immunology fellowship   
Monash BDI laboratory head Dr Kim Good-Jacobson and research fellow Dr Andrea Di Pietro have
 been jointly awarded an American Association of Immunologists 'Careers in Immunology'
 Fellowship for their research project ‘Epigenetic regulation of humoral immune responses’. This
 Fellowship - a rare honour for Australian scientists - will enable Dr Good-Jacobson and Dr Di
 Pietro to continue their work into immune memory and viral infection by providing a year of salary
 for Dr Di Pietro. Read more.

News

Physiology simulations reaching students
 around the world
 Online experimental simulations developed by the Monash BDI's 
 Department of Physiology are being used beyond the institute by 
 academics worldwide. These online simulations allow students to 
 prepare for the wet lab experience and provide an authentic 
 experimental experience for large classes. International usage is 
 widespread, with extensive use in the United States, Europe and 
 the United Kingdom, as well as in developing countries. By 
 keeping the simulations open access, the Department has given 
 any and all the opportunity to use these simulations to learn and 
 teach. Read more.

Introducing the Globe
In just five decades, Monash has grown from a small institution in 
 Melbourne’s suburbs to the largest university in Australia, 
 renowned for our ability to attract the brightest minds across the 
 globe. Our impact can be felt worldwide, but sometimes you have 
 to see things to believe them. Check out the Globe: a visual 
 representation of the partnerships, collaborations and  
connections Monash has forged on six continents. The Globe will  
continue to be updated it with new initiatives, relationships and  
stories to accurately reflect the university’s expanding positive  
influence.

https://www.monash.edu/discovery-institute/news-and-events/news/monash-scientists-win-sought-after-us-immunology-fellowship
https://www.monash.edu/discovery-institute/news-and-events/news/physiology-simulations-reaching-students-across-the-globe/_nocache
https://www.monash.edu/news/internal/newsletter/the-insider/2018/31-may-2018/articles/introducing-the-globe


Industry engagement

Accelerate your research with ON, powered by CSIRO
Will 2018 be the year that you turn your ideas into reality? Applications are now open for ON Prime,
 Australia's part-time science and technology pre-accelerator, designed to help researchers translate their
 big ideas into real-life impact.

 ON Prime brings together Australia's brightest researchers, with leading entrepreneurs, business and
 commercialisation specialists, and inspiring mentors. Together, you will test paths for your intellectual
 property (IP) and/or technology through a process of customer discovery and market validation, and
 unlock your entrepreneurial potential required to take your work to the next level. 

 The best bit? There is no cost to you for participating and there are no stings attached - you get to keep
 your IP.

Hear what some of the recent university research teams who've participated in ON Prime had to say about
 their experience and why you should apply.

 To learn more and apply, visit the website here. 

 Applications close 20 July 2018, 8pm AEST.

Engagement opportunities

National Science Week - volunteers needed
 The Monash BDI is opening its doors during National Science
 Week (11-19 August). As part of the theme 'Game changers and
 change makers', we are offering lab tours and interactive
 activities to school students and the general public. Any Monash
 BDI researchers and students can be involved. If you would like
 to participate, or want to find out more about what's on offer,
click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cqh7Uw7A9s&list=PL3srtaIPWjyfmCXtRPwsKukraFBf6Mo1V&index=11
http://oninnovation.com.au/en/Apply/Apply-for-ON-Prime
https://bdi-newsletter.com/2018/07/03/national-science-week-volunteers-needed/


Establishing productive mentoring relationships: workshop for Group
 Leaders
Are you interested in gaining insights into how to establish productive mentoring relationships? This
 workshop, organised as part of the Monash BDI ECR Mentoring Program, is specifically designed for
 Group Leaders (mentors), and will be facilitated by Kerina Alter, a professional career coach with broad
 experience in the academic sector. 
Date: Friday 27 July
Time: 9:30am-12pm
Venue: Room G.03, Learning & Teaching Building, 19 Ancora Imparo Way
Register: only 20 places available. Email bdi-research@monash.edu to register.
Further information: click here

Developmental biology seminar series
 Join us to hear from four exciting scientists about their research in the field of developmental biology. 
Date: Tuesday 31 July
Time: 8:45am-12:45pm 
Location: Level 4 Auditorium, Green Chemical Futures Building, 13 Rainforest Walk, Clayton campus
Further information: click here

Monash Biomedical Imaging seminar series
 Thursday 9 August: 12:30-1:30pm, Monash Biomedical Imaging lecture theatre, 770 Blackburn Road,
 Clayton campus
 Dr  Adeel Razi, Senior Research Fellow, ARC DECRA Fellow and Principal Investigator - Computational
 and Systems Neuroscience Laboratory, Monash Institute of Cognitive and Clinical Neuroscience and
 Monash Biomedical Imaging
 Topic: Computational neurodegeneration: From proteins to phenotypes through dysconnection.
Click here for more information.

Open House Melbourne
 More than 220 buildings around Melbourne will be opening their doors on 28-29 July, offering visitors the
 opportunity to directly experience design and architectural excellence not always available to the public.
 Monash University and the Monash BDI are getting involved. Click here for Monash's program and here
 for the full Open House Melbourne program.

Monash BDI Discovery Lectures and Seminars
Thursday 19 July: 12-1pm, M3 lecture theatre, 37 Rainforest Walk, Clayton campus
 Professor Michael Bassik, Department of Genetics at Stanford University
 Topic: Development of High-Throughput Functional Genomics Tools to Study Drug Interactions and
 Mechanisms of Cellular Uptake.

Publications

Have you had a paper accepted for publication? It's never too early to let the media and

 communications team know at bdi-news@monash.edu

Please note only BDI-affiliated authors are listed with their publication below

Brain Energy and Oxygen Metabolism: Emerging Role in Normal Function and Disease
(Pocock R)
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Maternal low protein diet programmes low ovarian reserve in offspring  
(Winship AL, Gazzard SE, Cullen McEwen LA, Bertram JF, Hutt KJ)

Funding and opportunities

Information from the Faculty Research Office
2018 MIME Seed Fund Phase 2 – now open

Platform Access Grants 2019 (Round 1) – applications now open

Information from the Monash BDI
Call for Undergraduate Research Opportunities Programs student supervisors

CSL Centenary Fellowships

Committed to excellence in discovery research, the newly established Monash Biomedicine

 Discovery Institute brings together more than 120 internationally-renowned research teams

 into six health-focussed programs. Our researchers are supported by world-class facilities

 and infrastructure, and partner with industry, clinicians and researchers internationally to

 enhance lives through discovery.
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